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In 1982 we opened the first of our gallery group, in a
space where the remains of an old Cloister of a 13th
century convent are preserved.

From this first place, where the first exhibitions were
held and where our path in the world of art began, we
currently have four exhibition rooms, where individual
and group exhibitions are regularly organized.

We also have an important and numerous art fund of
original works, both by already established artists as
well as by young promises whom we help in the
beginning of their careers.

In our gallery all artistic disciplines and trends, from
the most classic to the most current and contemporary,
are represented, and we are governed by a single word, 

 
QUALITY

 
The name of our gallery is

 

EL CLAUSTRE
 



Simultaneously with the activity of organizing
exhibitions of our artists and for our public, throughout
the years of activity as an art gallery, we have also
promoted the expansion of art, with cycles of
conferences, collaboration with museums and cultural
entities, edition and presentation of art books, concerts,
social and charity activities, where we have always had
the collaboration of important personalities who
participate in our project and who have supported us in
our will to make our gallery more than just exhibition
halls, and that it be a way to bring art closer to all those
who want it.

One of these paths has been the constant work with a
select group of architects, designers, decorators, etc., with
whom we collaborate so that they can have the works of
our collection and incorporate them into their projects,
and that they can show them to their clients. 



Our team of professionals with years of experience
allows us to manage and process in an easy, safe and
efficient way, the shipment of works of art to any place in
the world, taking care of all the logistics processes so that
our clients receive and enjoy their works of art.

We are at your disposal for any information or
collaboration you want.

Best regards.

Mariano Mascort Yglesias
Director 



Mr. Juan Antonio Samaranch, president of the 
International Olympic Committee with Montse Aguer 

director of the Dali Museum, and Mariano Mascort 
director of  El Claustre Art Gallery



Some openings and cultural activities of the gallery
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